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The Forensic Experiential Trauma Interview is a 
science and practice-based interviewing 

methodology informed by the latest research 
on the neurobiology of trauma and memory. 

FETI® provides interviewers with a 
science-informed interviewing framework that 

maximizes opportunities for information 
collection and accurately documents the 

participant’s experience in a neutral, equitable, 
and fair manner.

Plano, TX  
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Practical Application of the Forensic
Experiential Trauma Interview
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PREREQUISITE TO THIS COURSE
The FETI Methodology Course (Online), the Introduction to FETI Course (In-Person) or the Accelerated FETI
Course (In-Person) must be completed prior to attending this event.

About the Course

During the Practical Application of the Forensic Experiential Trauma Interview 
course attendees apply and practice the elements of the FETI Methodology – 
both as an interviewer and participant of an interview.

This three-day, in-person classroom experience includes live examples of FETI 
interviews, guided interview instruction and practice, and interactive instructor 
feedback. Attendees experience and practice actual FETI interviews in front of 
other attendees who will offer critique facilitated by a Certified FETI Instructor.

All Interview Participants Share Real, Personal Experiences

Each attendee performs the role of interviewee (participant) multiple times 
during the course, sharing personal experiences chosen at their discretion. 
Certified FETI instructional courses are unique in that all our interview 
participants are not distracted with having to role play or memorize created 
scenarios. 

This allows each interview session to more accurately reflect how the FETI 
Methodology is utilized outside of a training environment and allows each 
attendee to experience what it is like to be interviewed in this style. Many 
attendees remark how valuable this part of the course was for them.


